Platform-supplied Examples
• Are there further examples?
• Yes, in github ([https://github.com/iip-ecosphere/platform](https://github.com/iip-ecosphere/platform))
  • The platform install package
  • The example from this video series
  • Artificial examples
  • The HM’22 / TddT’22 demonstrator

All used for automated regression testing.
Platform install package

SimpleSource
Java, async

Rec1

SimpleReceiver
Java, async

*Hint:* Service implementation provided by platform test component
Example from this video series

examples.templates
Artificial examples

- examples.python
- examples.pythonSync (MQTT)
- examples.rtsa (Java 8)
- examples.KODEX
HM’22 / TddT‘22

OPC UA Connector

Cam Source

AAS Connector

Python AI
RapidMiner AI

ActionDecider

App-AAS Service
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Trace*

Trace*

Trace*

Trace*

Trace*

Trace*
More examples to come up in the future.